Maurice

distracted manner
Maurice

Jick: I need some weather in me. (goes out of the Bago in chilly blowy weather for a walk?)
"That's right where you're wrong!" 00 pinpointed (with a finger-out conducting motion?)
from Buff Wainwright, who was asked in Oregon desert by a guy who pulled up in a pickup:

"Let's see if you're still smiling after I ask if you've ever heard of Jehovah's Witnesses."
They were at that age—surprised at how old they suddenly were and yet (still) how young...
peen

a nose like

--the peen end of a hammer (used for shaping)

(compare a physical feature to?)
"In silk and scarlet walks many a harlot"—W.C. Hazlitt, Thesaurus ftnt,p. 654
New Zealand conversation bits:

"A good sort, Moxie."

(15)
your next lot: batch or bunch
Maurice:

But you would know about that. The colonies...
Maurice censoriously